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Jottings
From

Fulton County
Declared As
Disaster Area

Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield announced that
the U. S.
Department of Agriculture had
declared the following Kentucky
counties disaster area counties:
Allen, Butler, Caldwell, Carlisle,
Christian, Crittenden,
Fulton,
Hickman, Livingston, Lyon, and
Marshall.
The Hickman Courier has reThis action permits farmers
after
page
editorial
established its
haying and grazing privileges on
exwe
than
a shorter absence
land retired under conservation
pected. We are pleased. A good reserve and 1962 Feed Grain and
newspaper without an editorial Wheat Stabilization programs.
page looks a little "undressed" to Downward adjustments will be
us. Don't know what prompted Ro made in payments to farmers
to start writing editorials again where their lands are grazed or
unless it's because the out-spoken hayed.
editor has taken an avid interest
Use of these lands is being perin politics here lately.
mitted in order to provide emergency aid for livestock where
In his newly established edi- pond and water supplies have
torial page Ro took typewriter in dried up. Drought has severely
tow and mildly roasted this col- affected pastures and in some
umnist for some News editorials 'cases farmers have been forced to
concerning Hoyt Barnett. I started sell their foundation livestock.
Approval by county and State
to answer that editorial in a column, then in an edtiorial, and I ASC disaster committees is a prerelegated both milssals to the requisite to being designated.
waste basket. I think it's awfully Other West Kentucky counties
silly for editors to lambast each previously declared disaster areas
other in print. "Lavas a time when are Ballard, Calloway, Graves,
a newspaper fight between editors Logan, McCracken, and Todd.
Tennessee counties which were
was juicy reading material. But
In this day and time when there declared disaster areas included
Obion
and nine other West and
are so many other things to
write about, who cares about Central Tennessee counties.
reading what Ro Gardner thinks
of me, or what I think of him, or
what anybody thinks of each
other.

Blot)1i

Hoyt Barnett is a different matter. He's a public official. He was
elected to represent ALL the people. He has no right to wait
around for a special session of the
General Assembly to vote at the
bidding of his new employer,
which happens to be the State of
Kentucky, headed by Governor
Bert T. Combs. The difficult matter of reapportioning the State's
districts will be decided. According to reports Fulton and Hickman counties, represented by Mr.
Barnett, are likely to be gerrimandered into another district.
We don't know whether that's
good or bad. We do know that it's
bad to realize that the fate of
Fulton and Hickman counties rests
not with Mr. Barnett, but with his
benefactors.
Make no mistake about it.
Governor Combs is not a party to
Mr. Barnett's obvious disloyalty to
his constituents. The Governor has
made it clear that Mr. Barnett
must resign his representative's
position if he takes a State job.
Moreover, the Governor has said
he will call a special election to
name a new representative if
Barnett resigns, and if a special
session of the General Assembly
is called. The matter is not what
loyalty Hoyt Barnett feels he
owes to Bert Combs, it's the obligation that Barnett owes to the
peopla of Fulton and Hickman
counties for a free and openminded representation in the special session if it is called. Are we
being unfair to Mr. Barnett or Is
Mr. Barnett being unfair to some
17,000 persons in the two counties
he allegedly represents?
As far as I know the Courier's
circulation in the immediate Fulton area is not extensive. I wish
it were more if it would make Ro
happy to think more people were
reading his castigations of me. If
I wanted to bore my readers with
what I thought of Ro Gardner
and his newspaper policies he'd
spend the rest of his life answering me. But my airing such matters is not going to change his
views, just as Ro's pious defense
of Hoyt Barnett is not going to
change my views of Hoyt or Ito.
So why waste the time!

South Fulton Opens
School Season With
Orderly Integration

Fifty-four negro students enrolled in previously all-white
South Fulton schools this week
with
no
incidents
reported.
Thirty-seven of the students are
in high school and seventeen are
in elementary school.
A total of 898 students enrolled
in the two schools, with 270 in
high school and 628 in grade
school. Classes were begun on a
full-time basis Monday morning.
The South Fulton Schools were
the last ones in Obion County to
open this session. Other schools
opened early because of the cotton picking season.

Joe Pigue Is
Awarded Prize
By Employers
Joe Pigue, son of Mr. .ind Mrs,
Bertes Pigue, has just reeeiged an
award from the Burroughs Corporation for outstanding sales and
service.
He set an all-time high sales
record in a recent sales campaign.
He and his wife, Deanie live at
305 Roney Drive in Hopkinsville.
Attend the Circus Sept. 12!
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Writer Reviews Season
For Fulton Bulldogs
By GENE RUOIT
Sun-Democrat Staff Writer

Things don't seem to change
much flown at Fulton City High
School. Coach Chester Caddas is
third edition of
bringing out
the gridiron Bulldogs this season,
and he has the small school coach's
of
perennial complaint— lack
•
depth.
The problem of depth is even
more severe for the husky Cadia
das than for some of his Class A
rivals, though, for Fulton is the
second smallest school in the
State playing 11-man football.
Caddas has only 27 boys on his
roster, and he has only one man
at quarterback and one man at
fullback.
He would have a little trouble,
however, convincing some of his
•e
,
In
rival coaches to feel sorry for him
*IV
on that count, because filling-those
John
will
(back
row)
McAlister,
LETTERMEN—neturning
lettermen
Bushart,
and
Duane
FULTON
two positions are players any
play a big part in Fulton's attack this year. From Covington, Virgil Cravens, Gerald Bradley, Ken coach in the area would be glad
left to right are (front row) John Shepherd, Tommy Allen and Phillip Putnam.
to have.
Photo Paducah Sun Democrat
Powell, Don Burnette, Terry Beadles and Ward
At quarterback is the fine senior, John Covington, a 185-pound
returning regular who heaved 17
touchdown passes last year. Quarterback is a crucial position for
Fulton, because the team usually
travels a lot through the air.
At fullback will be Kenneth
Kentucky Democrats heard Wil- because Democrats "raised our
Allen, another senior, who has
son W. Wyatt declare he was schools out of the cellar of negbeen converted from end. Big AlSeveral new books have been len, a 194-pound bruiser, was one
proud of the "party of Franklin lect," rescued the farmer from
Roosevelt and John Kennedy" at mud roads and the city driver received by the Fulton Woman's of Covington's favorite targets
the formal opening of state cam- from traffic chaos, built super- Club Library this month. Mrs.
paign headquarters in Louisville highways and great bridges, and John Daniel, Librarian, announcSaturday. Mr. Wyatt campaigned developed the finest 'system of ed the list as follows:
"I Swear And Vow" (Olivier);
in four west Kentucky counties State parks in the nation.
last week.
State officials present for the ."Mistress of Mellyn" (Holt);"CasWyatt, candidate for the U. S. opening at the Sheraton Hotel tle Dor" (Du Maurier); "Uhuru"
Senate, promised "to talk like a were Gov. Bert T. Combs, Treas- (Ruark);',Savanna"(Giles); "The
Democrat and vote like a Demo- urer Thelma Stovall, Auditor Joe Trial of Callista Blake" (PangLow bids totaling $411,095 were
(Continued on page eight)
born); "The Fairbrothers" (Mccrat."
received by the State Highway
of
"Jesus
Meekin);
"I'm voting with the party that
Nazareth"; Department last week on six road
and "Winston Churchill".
STORES CLOSED
gave us Social Security and farm
projects for Fulton County.
supports . . I'm voting with the
Stores in Fulton Nt ill be closed
Construction
The Ken-Tenn
HOME
BACK
party that gave the farrneraback all day Monday, Labor Day. The
Mrs. Bobby May has returned. Company was the low bidder on
his home, gave the laboring man regular Wednesday afternoon closa place in the sun and fought to ing which has been in effect dur- from Baptist Hospital in Memphis the Fulton Airport road from
give the Negro his rights as an ing the summer months was end- and is getting along fine at her rural highway 1050 west. .417
miles of bituminous concrete surhome in Fulton.
American citizen," Wyatt asserted. ed this week
More than 450 Democratic leaders heard Wyatt charge that his
opponent, Senator Thurston B.
Morton. was ashamed to run both
as a Republican and on his own
record.
"And, frankly, I don't blame
him much," Wyatt said.
"If I had spent as much time in
Washington as he has without do- ,
ing anything for my home state,"
the Democratic candidate said, "I
wouldn't want to talk about the
record either."
Wyatt also declared he was
L.
proud to be a Kentucky Democrat

ha

12 el*.

Wyatt Lauds Progress of Democrats In Fulton Library
Headquarters Opening; Visits Here Gets Several
New Editions

last year, hauling in four of the
TD passes.
Caddas said that' Allen is a
question mark in the backfield,
but one that could turn into a
real threat. The big boy played
one game at fullback last season
and rolled up 142 yards rushing
while doing it.
At halfback are two boys Caddas describes are "good steady,
backs." Tommy Powell, a senior.
weights in at 160, and junior Terry Beadles •weighs 150. Beadles is
also the man who will sub for
Covington at quarterback if necessary. He passed for four touchdowns in his understudy role last
year.
Back to haul in Covington's
aerials again this year. is Don
Burnett. a rangy 190-pound senior
(Continued on page eight)

Red Devils Lose
To Dresden Lions
In Season Opener
South Fulton's Red Devils tost
their football season opener east
Friday night to Dresden, Tennessee ,in a 26-12 defeat.
South Fulton scored twice in the
third quarter on a 30 yard pass
from Clayburn Peeples to Gene
Hardy and on a two yard rnn h v
Marty Warren.

Bids For Fulton County Road Work
Received By Highway Department

Fulton's Senior Citizens Soon To Enjoy
Comforts Of Lovely "Parkway Manor"

Waterfield Reports 100% Increase In
Insurance Sales For 6 Month Period

National Investors Life Insurance Company of Kentucky completed its first six months of operation in the current calendar
year with a total of $23,887,720.00
insurance in force, Harry Lee
Waterfield, president. reported this
week.
This represented an increase of
in force business of $12,093,825.00
or 102.54 percent increase since
December 31, 1961. National Investors Life of Kentucky ended
the year 1961 with $11,793,878.00
in force for its first eight months
of operation in 1961. The company
If Ro has joined the band of wrote its first policy on April 26,
anti- Westpheling politicos in an 1961.
Written business for the first
attempt to malign me in that capricious pastime, let it be known
here and now I couldn't care less.
In my dotage I have come to learn
that political friendships last from
one campaign to another, and that
kind of nonsense is for the birds.
By JO WESTPHELING
Whenever we feel like it, we will
support political candidates from
There's something nostalgic and
time to time, as we have always sentimental about the word "old."
done in the past. But to sacrifice When it applies to your fondest
real friendships for political asso- memories, there's something even
ciations, believe you me, I've had sad about it.
it.
Old friendships, old landmarks,
Putting into words the venom old books . . . all have a special
manufactured by political jeal- niche in most people's personal
ousies is going to put Ro Gardner Hall of Fame. When the pages of
in an awful spot. When I die, and time flip forward hastily to the
he's still around, he might have to "new" that replaces the "old" in
write a nice obituary about his this era of modern living, there's
neighboring editor, dusting off the a certain satisfaction and warmth
usual platitudes that one writes in stealing a few quiet moments
about people with whom they to "remember when."
have been associated, but didn't
I "remembered when" a clearer
like. Can't you just see the Cour- memory than I like to admit on
ier when the slow walking and Sunday afternoon August 12 in
the soft music starts playing for New Orleans, La. Paul and the
me .....she was a fighting editor, children and I drove down for the
with the courage of her convic- day for a quick reconnaisance of
tions ... I disagreed with her, but the "old New Orleans" I knew as
I had a great admiration for her a child. It was my idea to leave
(Continued on page eight)
our hotel in Biloxi in the early
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sixteen months of operation was
more than $32,000,000.00 and on
August 24, which ended its first
sixteen months of operation, had
a total in force business of $27,000,000.00.
The National Investors Life
group of companies now operating in Kentucky, Arkansas, Louisiana and Oklahoma had insurance
in force on June 30, 1962 in excess
of $215,000,000.00. In addition to
the above companies, National
Investors Life is now operating in
Mississippi and Nebraska, and is
capitalizing in Colorado. The Fulton County reprventafive is Ouida Jewell, 315 Carr
Street, Fulton.

'

'
•

IC Derailment
Occurs Near
Rives Saturday

.7411Vt._

Parkway Manor Nursing Home
Construction v 11 soon get un- safety and conveniences for its
derway on a losly and modern occupants.
nursing home in he Fulton area.
A huge recreation room and
It will be built It Mr. and Mrs..dining room are designed to act
Roscoe Hutchen and • Mr. and as a large chapel for church serMrs. William L. Hutchens, and vices. Also located in the home,
will be located directly across which has been named Parkway
Manor, will be a combination
from Hillview He pital.
room and beauty salon.
The home, de- gned especially treatment
The home will have a capacity
for senior citizen, will feature

Fifteen cars in a long northfor 20 beds with both private and bound Illinois Central freight
semi-private rooms. Nurses will trairrwere derailed south of Rives,
Tennessee, about 3 p. m. Saturbe on duty at all times.
day. The cars went off the rails on
A flower and vegetable garden both the east and west sides of the
for the patients who care to par- track, causing damage expected to
ticipate in the project is also run into the tens of thousands of
planned.
dollars.
The train was the IC No. 6. opeThe home is expected tp be
rating between New Orleans and
completed by early next year.
Chicago and wag' northbound toward Fulton when the derailment
occurred.
The derailed cars included a
number of tank cars, but a railroad official stated that most of
As a little girl, I took my religi- the cars were empty at the time.
Company work crews were buy
ous instruction at the St. Louis
Cathedral and walked along Bour- within three hours of the mishap
bon Street to the high school I at- and worked through the night and
tended many blocks away. My all day Sunday.
The derailment ripped up some
family never bothered for a moment that my daily walks would 200 yards of both the northbound
The southa
be hampered by the simple people and southbound track.
who lived in the decreypit old flats bound rails were replaced by'
that lined the sidewalks all joined early Sunday morning, however.
together in some unfathomable Traffic began moving again at
that time but the speed of the
mystery of real estate sales.
trains was held down to about Today Bourbon Street is a five miles per hour.
pathway of gaudiness and comNorthbound trains were switchThe immaculately
mercialism.
ing to the southbound rails at
scrubbed steps and alley-ways Obion and then switching back at
have given way to neon, jazz and Rives.
honkytonk. Doorway, by doorway,
The railroad has not announced
the humble homes are being the cause of the derailment.
snatched up for the eexploiters,
all intent on making Bourbon
Street the most famous path to
CHECK-UP
inequity in the world. But BourWinfrey
(Boots)
Shepherd Hift
bon Street is only one of the
streets being gobbled up in the this week for Chicago where be
entered the Illinois Central hos(Continued on page Two)
pital for a check-up.

Old New Orleans Is An Adman's Farce;Gone is The Real Tradition
hours of Sunday morning, drive
leisurely along the scenic route of
the historic oaks that formed a
canopy over the highways, and
point 01.14 to the children the mystery of the hanging moss that
lives on those more than a century old trees. I wanted to get to
New Orleans in time to worship
at the world famous St. Louis
Cathedral where I received my
first communion nearly forty
years ago.

It exists only in the minds of
those adveitising creatures who
design the brocl ares luring the
ever gullible tourists to an area
for the exploitation of sex, sin
and gambling. Tho French Quarter
of today. and the lay that Frances
Parkinson Keyes 'rote about are
as incompatible a the strip teaser
and the cloistered awl of the Carmelite order tha' nestles on the
fringe of the Frei h Quarter.

As the four of us drove back to
Biloxi late in the evening, along
the route of the Rigalets, I thought
sadly that only the moon shining
down on the rippling waters of
the Gulf of Mexico was the same.
But as the late news reported on
the radio that the Russians were
making fast progress in their invasion of that sentimental planet,
I realized that even that sight
may be reolaced someday.
"Old New Orleans" is no more.

Much less than 'airty-five years
ago the French Quarter was called
the melting pot af a Nation. The
twel'veAblock squArle area from
Canal Street to Esplanade Avenue
and from Decatur to Rampart
Streets was the gateway and the
stopping place for immigrants
from all Nations kto learned the
American way of life from their
neighbors. The neighbors had
come to live in the cheaply rented
flats perhaps a short time before.
Italians, Spaniards. Puerto Ricans,

Frenchmen, the Chinese and Canjuns of the Bayou country lived
in a heterogeneous compatibility.
They lived their lives in the excitement and the customs of their
respective countries. It was this
sort of living that made the French
Quarter famous and a sight to behold in quiet sightseeing.
As a little girl I remembered
the tour director of a sight-seeing
bus pointing out the historic
points of interest. "This is the
home of General Beatiregard;
Here is Jackson Square and in
the background the famous, ageold St. Louis Cathedral; to your
left is the Old Absinthe House
and to your right the famous
Court of Two Sisters." All these
points of interest were made
known in quiet respect and dignity
for the' residents who made their
homes there, uncluttered with
commercialism and happily enduring their impoverished lives.

face, with a bid of $7.898.
Harry Berry. Inc., of Hopkinsvine, was awarded the contract
for the U. S. 51 project with a
bid of $294,312. This includes
U. S. 51—Tennessee State. Line
Road from Tennessee Line to
S. 51 near 'Fulton. .832 mile; U. S.
51 from Fulton Bypass to Hick-man County Line, 5.9 miles bituminous concrete surface and base
widening with cement-concrete
base.
—
Shuff road project from Kentucky 166 to Kentucky 116, 1.962
miles of bituminous seal, was
awarded to Contractors Paving
Company, Bowling Green, with a
$27,220 bid.
A contract In ..the amount of
$81,665 was awarded to Harry
Berry, Inc., of Hopkinsville, for
the following projects—No. 9
Lake Road from Ky. 94 northwest for two miles; Mt. CarmelTennessee Line Road from Ky, 94.
to Ky. 166, 2 miles; Nayor Road
from Ky. 94 to Rural Highway
1010, 3.1 miles, bitunimous-conCrete surface.

The Twin Cities Must Halt The Sale Of Immoral
Literature to Young People; Drastic Plan Needed
investigations into this horrendous
• • By- the time this newspaper
practice of publishing pornographic
reaches you this week-end classroom
literature, but their efforts hav.i been
studies will have begun in earnest in
to no avail. The publishing lobby in
the schools around us. When one
Washington has more influence than
stops to consider the tremendous aa sm 11 group of decent people
does
mount of coordination and cooperauch publishors should be
tit'
who
officials,
school
between
tion needed
prosec ed and jailed. Consequently
teachers, parents and the various
school organizations it almost stag- ▪ the business flourishes.
•
We have discussed this local progers the imagination.
blem with parents of teen-age chilOne weak.link in the vast appadren. They share with us the horror
ratus of teaching a child the subject
of such a practice but they add: "It_
in a book and at the same time preparing him for a wholesonie life could . takes official action on a continuing
basis and a watch-dog committee
destroy the entire effort. Parents have
courageous enough to stand guard
no right to place the entire burden of
over those establishments that sell
this endeavor on the school system!
this destructive material."
Nor should teachers expect parents
to assume duties that should be perHere in the twin cities we think
formed-in the classroom. The task is
that the prohibition of such sales
difficult at best, but we are happy to
should be no problem. Most of us
say, that. by and large the schools
know the offenders. Here at the bearound us operate efficiently and
ginning,of this school year we think
well. The faculties- appear dedicated
that the various organizations of
to the task of eduaating our children
school interests should' make it
in keeping with modern standards,„ known that the sale :of indecent literand requirements. They deserve the
ature must be halted Dr that establishplaudits and the gratitude of all of us.
ment will suffer the consequences. We
You can well imagine our chagrin
should warn our children to cease pathis week when we realized that for
tronizing those firms suspected of
the sake„of a paltry few coins some
selling immoral literature with their
avaricious indiliduals stoop to influother commodities.
ence our young people in the most inIt would not be out of order for •
sidious manner.
our city officials to take action and
A dastardly crime is being perissue drastic warnings. Kentucky has
petrated right here in the face of all
strict laws governing the sale of alcoour good works in the sale of lurid,
holic beverages to minors. The premobscene and immoral literature to our
undoubtedly is that such beverise
young people. We were shocked into
are injurious to a youth's physiages
disbelief when we found that With no
What is more destructive
being.
cal
trouble at all, a youngster, if he has a
to a youth's moral beinjury
the
than
mind to. can buy printed fifth of the
thon to -come in, contact with
ing
mo,1 demoralizing nature simply by
printed material so immoral that it
asking for it.
revolts
the conscience even of an
The incident we encountered is
adult.
thought-provoking. It makes us ask
It is disheartening indeed for a
the question: "Who's to blame?"
to exert every effort to teach a
parent
Should parents-of. children who read °
the
child
concepts of decent living
chasliterature
indecent
and buy this
and the high morals with which to
tise themselves for failure to develop
live by, only to have an unscrupulous,
the moral fibre in a-youth that would
unprincipled individual destroy all
literaso-called
this
shun
him
wake
these
attributes with the sale of one
ture? Should school people take the
cent paper-back compilatwenty-five
good
develop
blame for failure to
•
tion of filth.
reading habits among its student
about
something
dO
let's
Please,
body? The question is debatable.
But
alone.
it
do
it.
parent
cannot
One
the
stalk
that
evils
other
But-like
together we can have at least one litNation today, the publisher and the
tle community in America that has
vendor of such reading material are
the courage to set moral standards to
becoming our greatest menace. The
live by.
Nation's lawmakers have conducted

Henry Carter Holds The Line In Battle With
Republicans To Investigat.2 Colonels Files
Secretary of State Henry Carter,
declined again Monday' to let Republicans examine records of his office
relating to Kentucky colonel commissions.
Louisville attorney Ralph Homan, representing the Republicans,
came armed with an opinion of the
attorney general that the colonel commissions are public records.
We heartily agree with Mr. Carter when he told the attorney: "Tell
me which ones you want to see and I
will get them for you," Through the
years a total of more than a half million colonelcies have been issued by.
the Governors of Kentucky. The campaign will be long over before the Repubficans finish going through the
voluminous files and what's more
would bring to a standstill the work
in the Secretary of State's office
while clerks assist the Republican
witch hunt.
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If the Republicans are so devoid
of campaign issues against Mr. Wyatt
as to charge him with possible indiscretion in issuing Kentucky Colonel's
commissions they're in a bad way.
Frankly, they're in a bad way anyhow. Finding that Senator Thruston
Morton's record as a Senator is mighty unimpressive, Republican campaign headquarters are looking for
any old issue to talk about. They're
scraping the bottom of the barrel in
seeking to charge the able Mr. Wyatt
with the indiscriminate issuance of
Kentucky Colonerecommissions.
Henry Carter is.not a man to be
pushed around. He held his ground
when former Governor Happy Chandler tried to rip him of some of his
duties as State .treasurer and Carter
came out way in front.
The Republicans better take another look at the colonelcy investigation. They might just find that a
whale of a lot of Republicans wanted
• the honor of being appointed Kentucky ColOnels by Mr. Wyatt and
what's more'are strong for him in his
race for the United States Senate.
Thruston Morton needs to change
the str/ategy of this maneuver on the
campaign battleground. Why if all
the Kentucky Colonels in both parties
were to activate their forces, and
march to the polls on November 6. for
'lir Wyatt in an uprising against the
investigation, Republican Campaign
Looie-tenant Nunn will spend the
rest of his life wondering what blitzed his candidate.

I STRICTLY BUSINESS

by McFeeffers

Cierkrat:
"I see that the man who complains about my household
budget reports his company lost two million dollars!"

FRCM THE FILES:-

Tarring Back The Clock-August 28, 1942
Returning to the Lower Mississippi after its summer operations at St. Paul, the giant allsteel luxury Steamer President is
coming to Hickman for a moonlight excursion on Thursday, September 10. Featured en the excursion will be Johnny Mack's
sensational 11-piece dance band.
'The trip is being sponsored by the
Elks Lodge No. 1294.
Following is a list of colored
men to be inducted under Selective Service from Fulton: County
Tuesday,'August 29:
Connie Foster, Bran,ford Bennett, James Preston &lath, James
Turner, James Roberson, Raymond Caldwell, Paul Copeland
Smith, John L. Dunlow. Eldridge
Barnes, Jr., Lawson Alen. Jr., J. L.
Carrington, Conlious Flanigan,
Clarence Dinwiddie, Barney Earnest Weatherspoon, Mack Mylon,
ter Alexander, Buster De,
Sylv.
vers. Arthur Morris, Lee G. Glyth,
Eddie Jones, Isiah McCraney,
Prentice Earl Cook, Frank Hughes, George McClain, Thomas, Bennett Higgs, Percy Lee, George
Garfield
Woodring. James
Jones, Jack Smith afcl Rafe Eatman.
All hunters should buy their
ammunition for shotguns for the
coming hunting season as soon as
conveniently possible. Ammunition factories have ceased manufacturing rifle, pistol, and shotgun
ammunition for the duration of

In Old New Orleans—
(Continued ('em vage one)
hypocrisy of exploiting "old New
Orleans."
'Twas a time when Pirate's Alley
was a narrow strip of history
between the ancient
nestled
Cabildo and the St. Louis Catheresident
a
dral. Occasionally
would see some lonely soul transferring to canvas the architecture
of that incomparable legend.
Neither the artist nor the passerby would bather the other. For
one was lost in the therapy of the
paint brush and the other in the
quest for knowledge. Today Pirate's Alley is lined, foot-by-foot
with an array of questionable
characters and the same kind of
talent, intent on making a fast
buck from the free-spending tourist who glories in seeing his face
in charcoal.
Saddened by the fact that the
Good Humor ice cream vendor is
vieing with the braying of the
ancient animal who pulls a sightseeing surrey. I sat and talked
with one of the artists. I learned
that more than 500 artists now
"sit" around the Cathedral and sell
those garrish works faster than
they can paint them. "This is the
stopping place for any artists who
intended to do any serious work,"
he said. "Most of them think it's
silly to paint for art's sake when
you can do any old caricature or
charcoal sketch and get whatever
you ask for it." Ironically, the
artist doing the talking, was doing
a 20-minute sketch of the children
for $2.50 per sitting. Ile can do as
many as 30 a clay, he said.
Native New Orletullans rarely
go to the French Quarters anymore except to take visiting
Galatoire's,
guests. Antoine's,
Broussard's, La Loulsance, have
one contact with the splendor and
the atmosphere of the past. The
waitera still wear white coats and
dark trousers, and you ,can still
find soft candlelight in some of
the restaurants. But the cuisine is
mass produced for the ever increasing influx of tourists who
want to see "old New Orleans,"

the war but enough of this type
is on hand in wholesale and retail stores to last through this
season and possibly next.
Charles Arnn, recently employed with the Coca-Cola Bottling Co. is now connected with the
Fulton County News. He is well
known in this locality and takes
an active part in church work at
the First Baptist Church.
lie will have both production
and ("Slit office duties.
Zelmer .Pigue. more familiarly
known as "Forty", reported to the
Cincinnati Ordance District in
January. 1941. as 2nd Leutenant
officer in -the Reserve Corps. Mr.
Pigue was made first lieutenant
February 1, 1942, and on August
21 was promoted to captain.

car named Desire took You to
Canal -Street for seven cents and
you could wave at the neighbors
from the car while she cooked in
the kitchen; when mufilettos were
sold on the street piping hot from
a horsedrawn wagon and the
vegetable vendor gave an extra
apple for good measure; when the
barber shop had the Police Gazete as the latest reading material
and the kids didn't mind calling
pop out of the saloon; when the
arrival of the patrol wogan was
an exciting event and a banana
boat brought the neighbor home
from far off seas; when the sightseeing bus was a nuisance because it broke up a street fight
or a baseball game; when pralines
were sold from the kitchen by a
real black mammy and shrimp
gumbo was what you ate because
you had to.
That was a French Quarter
where neighbors lived and worked with their kiands and not with
the tourist hand-out,
The committee for the preservation of the French Quarter is
fighting a losing and hopeless battle. The only thing they are preserving is the facade of antiquity.
Behind those shutters and neon
signs the farce of "old New Orleans" is as new as the headline
for tomorrow's tourist' attraction.
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Rome — A special study commission says many of Rome's pine
trees are drying up, largely because of gases in the air.
It urged officials to take steps
to limit air contamination caused
by industrial fumes, smoke from
homes, and automobile-exhaust
fumes.

ARTIFICIAL BREEDING
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Coma in todayl Get quality
Martin-S•nour "3000" Outside White
House Paint at

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
Phone 35
Fulton
Church Street
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Gases Drying Up
Rome's Pine Trees
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needs
The bull of your choice with
frozen semen. Curtiss offers a
line-breeding program featuring
proven sires, cow families, and
profitable bloodlines. For prompt,
efficient service. call: Curtis
Breeding Service, Inc.
Richard F. Fuqua,

Technician

Nitrate
Potash
Phosphate
aLso complete fertilizers

John W Miller, Distributor.
Phone: Martin. Tenn. Collect.
587-6192
587-1084
587-8202

The Young Men's Business Club
met Tuesday night at the Rainbow Room in regular session. The
following .new -members were
elected: Raymond Stallins. H. P.
Allen, Jr., and Charles Arnn.
Mrs. Paul Hornbeak received a
cablegram late Monday afternoon
that her husband, Captain Paul M.
Hornbcak. had arrived safely in
England.

STOCK

CITY COAL CO.
FULTON

CAR

& MOTORCYCLE

RACING

A letter to the editor from Alben W. Barkley is published, congratulating the Fulton County
News for their Historical and Biographical Special Edition recently
published.
that to me has as much connection with the past as Coney Island.
During the depression, (the one
we knew in 1931) there was a
strange and wonderful food that
came into being. a product of
hunger and the scarcity of money.
It wis called a poor boy's sandwich and it could not have been
named more properly. The sandwich was made of french bread,
sliced down the center. It was
about twelve inches long and
contained anything to your heart's
desire. Ham, cheese, roast beef,
liverwurst and the trimmings for
25 cents. It had a fantastic popularity and justificably so, because
there were a lot of poor people
in those days.
was amused Sunday as I sat
on the curb waiting for the artist
to finish Mary Jo's photograph. I
struck up a conversation with a
couple from Dyersburg, Tenn. and
told them of our quest for the
famous poor bay sandwich. I told
the couple about the fact that we
found the sandwiches, now costing $1.00. I asked if they had eaten one and the lady said:
"You can't buy a poor boy
sandwich at Antoine's."
That about sums up whrt old
New Orleans means to the new
tourist. It means gawking at the
artists; looking for the high-priced
antiques and perfumes; dinner at
one of the high priced restaurants
and then an in-and-out tour of
the taverns, blaring bands, and
strip tease shows with some
gambling and racketeering thrown
in to boot, or Is it lagnaippe.
I like to remember the French
Quarter of old . . . when you
could buy a half-a-nickel worth
of sugar and a half-a-nickel of
butter; filling the tin bucket with
root beer for a nickel and the
near-beer flowed like water and
just about as cheap; oysters on the
half-shell for 25 cents per dozen
and a couple thrown in for free if
they were small; when the front
steps were scrubbed white and
beaten red brick sprinkled on them
to make them glow; when a street

Gs Ts

WAR MEMORIAL FAIRGROUNDS

MAYFIELD
7:30 P.M.
MONDAY, SEPT. 3
(Labor Day)
Special Added Event: — Motorcycle Racing
by Fulton Motorcycle Club.
Adults— $1.00
Children — 50c.
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WE HONOR ASC PURCHASE ORDERS
LE from five Kentucky and Tennessee Counties:
Obion, Weakley, Fulton, Graves, Hickman!

FERTILIZERS FOR ALL SEEDING:
33.5% ammonium nitrate
63% Phosphate
60% Muriate of Potash
30-10-0 Anunonium phosphate
0-19-38 with borax for alfalfa
MIXED FERTILIZERS of all analyses: 6-12,
10-20-20, 5-20-20 and others.
WE ALSO HAVE a complete stock of fall seeds:
alfalfas, clovers, grasses and grain seed,

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
Phone 399

S. Fulton

201 Central Ave.

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERA.TIVE SERVICE AGENCY
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bell, Margaret Homra, Marie Bushart and Vivian Williamson entertained Susan at a tea at the
Campbell home and the beauty of
the bride's table there will be a
talking piece for a long time. Undoubtedly the hostess worked
long and hard on that floral arrangement because it was simply
a sight to behold.

The News reports your - - -

Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasura and your scrapbook)
You just can't beat a wedding for getting old friends
and kin folks together from far-off places. You can't
beat the orange blossom and orchid route for pleasures
and surprises either. It was just such a pleasure and a
surprise that came to Ethel McDaniel on Susan's wedding day last Saturday. Fact is, the incident almost
played havoc with Ethel's composure as she middleaisled her way to the front seat for the wedding ceremony.

On Friday at noon the Paul
Boyd home was the scene of the
traditional bridesmaids luncheon
when mothers and daughters joined to honor Susan. Ella Doyle and
her mother, Mrs. Myrtle Doyle,
Barbara Boyd Templeton and her
mother Mrs. Paul Boyd and Ann
Fall and her mother Mrs. Ernest
Fall, Jr. entertained at luncheon
for the bride-to-be. It was a lqvely party and a sentimetnal one,
too, for all three girls were classmates at Fulton High.
And Saturday, of course, was
the big day. Following the church
ceremony members of the wedding party and members of the
two families were entertained at
a delicious wedding brunch at the
priVate dining-room of the Park
Terrace Restaurant. At this event
Martha Mahan: Jane Edwards,
Helen King, Margaret Winters and
Margaret Hall were hostesses. The
five ladies out did themselves in
the lovely decorations and the
selection of the menu and Susan
and Charles were mighty happy
enjoying their first meal of their
wedding life.
And at the Derby Restaurant
Bud Riley, Ethel's brother was
host to a wedding breakfast honoring the out-of-town guests and
close friends of the family. Mr.
Riley was assisted in receiving
his guests by Mrs. Glenn Dunn.

On the McDaniel invitation list residence in Europe. Bettie Louise
was Mr. and Mrs. Bob Madden of visited withjher son Billy, his
Racine, Wis. Harriet (Mrs. Bob) wife Phoebe and their two chilwas a classmate of Ethel's dur- dren and was on hand for the aring grade and high school in Rac- rival of a new member of the
ine While they had corresponded Reed family. Besides that she saw
through the years they had so many things of interest and hisnot seen each other for more than tory while she was gone it'll take
ten years. As Ethel took the months for her to cover them all.
usher's arm to be seated she said Buddy Hefley, Betty Ann and
she looked up and thought she Penrod's son flew to New York
saw an extremely familiar face to meet his grandmother and that
from the past. But, thought Ethel, young fellow had a mighty interit's a sentimental occasion, and esting experience. His parents
perhaps her wishing made things took him to Nashville to board
seem real. But when she got to the New York flight which was
the pew with the familiar face, to arrive in New York at 11:25
and bodies, there were her old p. in.. that night. The plane on
friends Bob and Harriet. They had which he was to leave developed
driven all-day Friday from Ra- mechanical trouble and he left on
cine, arrived in Fulton Friday a later flight which arrived in
night, went to a motel, rested, got New York about three a. in. and
up bright and early Saturday and all the while friends of the Hefwithout a call to a living human leys and the Reeds were waiting
being arrived at the church and for him at LaGuardia Airport
sat there waiting for the importJan Kelley Sensing, daughter of
Susan and Charles Evces arrivant event to take place. Ethel was
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Sensing, was
ed Tuesday from their wedding
really shook up, but happy.
honored on her birthday August
trip and we imagine that they
25 with a party. Ice cream cones
look
back
with
pleasure
on the and cup
After being gone from Fulton
cakes were served to
for nearly eighteen months Bettie week preceding the wedding. Danny Ray Cursey, Bobbye .Joe
From
Monday
until
Friday
eve- Clapp,
Louise Reed is arriving this weekCharles Brann, Kimberly
end after a fabulously interesting ning Susan and her wedding party Bates, Tammy Grooms, Sandy
enjoyed so many nice parties in
the bride's honor. Last Monday Cardwell, Jeffrey Sensing, and
morning Louise Binford, Gladys the honoree. Barbara Jean Jewell
Hyland, En-ie Hill and Nell New- sent a gift but was unable to atton'entertained with a coke party tend. Balloons. caody and bubble
207 Commercial
gum were presented as favors.
Phone 58 at Erie's lovely
home on Walnut.
The
Hill
home,
looked
especially
—Slip Covers; seat covers
First Lt. and Mrs, David Craig
lovely for the party with late Fall
—Upholstering (all kinds:
flowers placed all about the living left this week for a two weeks
modern and antique
and dining room. The bride's table tour of Italy and plan to visit
—Draperies
was laden with all those delicacies Rome, Capri, Venice and Florence.
—Awnings. tarpaulins
that hostesses prepare for such Lt. Craig is stationed with the U.
and its so difficult to S. Air Force in Tripoli, North
JAMES HAZELWOOD occasions
stay away from sampling every Africa.
last item on the table.
UAL KILLEBREW
Miss Jan Bannon, niece of Mr.
Monday afternoon Sara Camp- and Mrs. 0. L. Lamascus of South
Fulton, has returned to her home
in Muskogee, Oklahoma, after
Hammond Organs
spending the summer in Fulton.
Steinway
Chickering
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Hancock have
wurlitser
of Jackson Nor
Story & Clark Piano.
as their Labor Day weekend
guests, Miss Loretta Hughes and
MRS. L. C. LOGAN •
1002 Vine St
Miss Fairy Brien of Nashville,
REPRESENTATIVE
Phone 1195
and Mrs. Warner King and Mrs.
Nellie Reynolds of St. Petersburg,
Florida.

S. P. MOORE St CO.
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Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 61 Years

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
Fulton
Call 124

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

Greenfield
AD 5-2293

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

Jackson Purchase
Production Credit Assn.
EDUCATIONAL LOANS Can now be made to
help a Boy or Girl get a College Education and the
student will have ample time to repay the loan after Graduation.
Any Farmer who is eligible for PCA Credit may
sponsor any boy or girl interested in getting a College Education.

FOR MORE DETAILS SEE

JOHN P. WILSON
Field Off. Mgr.
Hickman, Ky.
Phone 2506

WARREN BARD
Field Off. Mgr.
Clinton, Ks'.
Phone OL-3-5161

Miss McDaniel, Mr. Evces Exchange Page 3
Vows In Impressive Ceremony
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Athens, Georgia; Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Madden, Miss Kathy Madden,
Racine, Wisconsin; Dr. Leon Higdon, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bray,
Miss Susan Bray, Paducah, Kentucky; Mrs. Myrtle McDaniel, Mrs.
Hilda Hempler, Miss Mary McDaniel, Mrs. Louis Fitch; Miss
Julie Fitch, all of Metropolis, Illinois; Miss Marilyn Hempler, Los
Angeles; Rev. E. L. Tarrant.
Garden City. L. I, New York

Rehearsal Supper
Held Friday At
Westpheling Home

Mrs. Charles Richard Evces

By Agatha Gayle Voelpel
St. Edward's 'Catholic Church in Fulton provided
a dignified and impressive setting for the marriage
of Miss Susan Ann McDaniel and Mr. Charles Richard
Evces which was solemnized with a Nuptial Mass following the double ring ceremony on Saturday morning,
the twenty fifth of August at ten o'clock. The Reverend
Edward L. Tarrant, of Garden City, New York was the
celebrant assisted by the Reverend Carl Glahn. David
Dunn and R. Paul Westpheling, III served as acolytes in
the observance of the Mass.

The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Hall Mc- They were fashioned with a chit
Daniel of Fulton and the groom is fon bodice, cowl neckline in front
the son of Mr. and Mrs. John and V-neckline in back. The bellCharles Evces of East Liverpool, shaped skirts were of taffeta
with unpressed pleats at the
Ohio.
waist line and self bows on the
A program of liturgical music
sides of the skirt and at the waistwas rendered on the organ by
line They wore matching standMrs. George Winter III of Union
up pearl combs with circular veils
City, Tenessee. Preceding and durdmatching slippers.
es
e wore
shnort
ceremony
Mrs. Winter
ing the
carried
white
and car
i
presented musical selections in
cascade bouquets designed of one
nuptimpressive
keeping with the
large white crysanthemum and
ml Mass,
sprays of pom-poms.
church
the
beauty
The gothic
of
The groom's brother, John Charwith decorations of lea Evces Jr served as best
man
simplified dignity. Two bouquets James O'Leary was the groomsof huge white mums, were placed
in gold altar vases on the main man.
Mrs. McDaniel chose for her
altar. White tapers burning in
brass candelebra added a soft daughter's wedding a costume of
glow to the sanctuary. The reserv- silk alpaca in Carib Blue. The
ed pews were marked by simple sheath, fashioned along simple
white satin bows with floor lines, was accented at the neckline with overlaid and reembroidThe City Park was the scene length streamers,
August 21 of the annual family
The bride given in marriage by ered Alencon lace motifs, further
picnic of the American Legion her father wore an original complimented with a matching
and Auxiliary. A delicious barbe- gown, designed by Lester, of jacket. Her other accessories, decue supper with all kinds of moonglow ivory satin. The bodice signed to match, completed her
salads, vegetables, cakes, pies and featured a bateau neckline and ensemble. She pinned a white
cold drinks, was enjoyed by the long tapered sleeves. The elongat_ orchid to her format urse.
wore a
The groom's mothe
fifty persons there.
ed bodice pointed a very full skirt.
In a short Auxiliary business Spray designs of crystal cut beads sheath line dress of ice blue emmeeting following the supper, Mrs. and tiny seed pearls adorned the broidcred chiffon. It was designFrank Lemaster accepted the bodice and skirt. The back of the ed of matching chiffon petals. Her
presidency of the group. Mrs. J. skirt faned in deep folds and the accessories matched her dress and
D. Simpson recently resigned.
was chapel she had a white orchid corsage.
fan-shaped train
In the afternoon Mr. and Mrs.
length. Her veil of pale ivory misFulton has two cute little visi- ty English illusion cascaded from el were hosts at a receptors named Diedra Lynn and Sus- a crown of imported.pearl orange tion at the Fulton Country Club.
an Bowles. They are staying with blossoms. The waist length veil The club decorations repeated the
their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. was double-tiered. Her bridal bou- scheme of the church. A spread0. R. Bowles this fall and will at- quet was a dainty cascade of step- ing arrangement of giant crysantend Carr Elementary School. hanotis centered with a pure themums was placed on the large
They are the daughters of Mr. white orchid. She wore pearl ear- mantle with,tall white candles in
and Mrs. R. W. Bowles of Min- rings, a gift of the groom. She car- branched brass candelabra flankneapolis, Minnesota.
ried a pearl rosary with her flow- ing the arrangement.
The bride's table was_draped
Their parents are presently in ers.
Florence, Italy, While Mr. Bowles
The bride's attendants were with a floor length white-,taffeta
was transferred for eight months Mrs. James O'Leary, who served cloth covered with white net. At
by the Honeywell Corporation. as matron of honor; Miss Ella each corner of _the table was a
The little girls decided to return Doyle, who was the maid of hon- giant crysanthemum backed with
to the states for the school year.
or and the bride's younger sister sprays of stephanotis. Matching
Their grandparents met them at Miss Terry McDaniel who was the arrangements were at the base of
O'Hare Field in Chicago a couple bridesmaid. The attendants were the silver candelabra holding tall.
of weeks ago when they arrived lovely in seakist silk taffeta and white candles. The beautiful colo(Continued on page six)
chiffon ballerina-length dresses. nade wedding cake was topped
with a small white vase holding
dainty white pom-poms. The reg• ister table was decorated with a
Lr tall white wedding candle and a
white and gold wedding pen.
Assisting at the reception were
Mrs. Glenn Dunn, Mrs. John
Charles Evces Jr., Miss Carol Ann
Giffie, Miss Julie .Fitch and Miss
Marilyn Hempler.
Late in the afternoon Mr. and
Mrs. Evces left for their wedding
trip. For traveling the bride wore
an early fall costume suit of ink
blue silk and wool. Her hat and
other accessories matched her
suit. She wore short white kid
gloves and the white orchid from
her bridal bouquet.
Out of town guests included:
Mrs. A. D. Riley, Mr. J. A. Riley,
—AT-Los Angeles, California; Mrs
Clarence Swatzel, Miss Carol Ann
Giffee, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Riley,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Roe, Mr. Harold Riley, Jr., all of Chicago; *Mr.
John Cassidy, St. Louis. Missouri;
"Trade with Wade and Save"
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Lovas, Mr.
and Mrs. John Evces, Sr., East
217 Main Street
Phone 478
Liverpool, Ohio.
Also: Mr. and Mrs. John Evces,
Jr.. Misses Patti and Paula Evces,

WANTED TO BUY: _

Used furniture
Stoves
Refrigerators
Bedroom suites
Living room suites

Wade's Used Furniture Store

Following the wedding rehearsal of the McDaniel - Evees wedding party at the St. Edward's
Catholic Church. Mr. and Mrs.
John Evces, Sr., and Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Westpheling, Mr. and Mrs.
John Simrell and Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn Dunn were hosts at an
elaborate buffet supper at Westwood, the suburban home of Mr.
and Mrs. Westpheling.
The large table arranged for
the wedding party was covered
with an imported cutwork cloth.
A crystal bowl held an arrangement of shaded pink flowers. Pink
baroque candles burned in silver
candelabra.
The table arranged. for the immediate family and other tables
arranged for the guests were
draped with embroidered cloths
and had center arrangements of
red roses and red baroque candles burning in silver holders.
Other ?loral arrangements were
used throught the ropms of the
spacious home. For the dinner the

bride-elelt chose - a trousseiii
frock of printed silk in shades o
green and beige. She had a purple
orchid corsage.
The guest list included about 40
members of the wedding party, the
families, and out of town guest-:

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
-INIMENNIAIUMMI

The News sends Birthday Greetings to the following people this
week:
August 30: Oletha Smth, Mari
Jane Cruce, Ethel Wklliams, Ns
than Go&sum. LaNerle Roman.
Jcsin Matthews; August 31: inn.
mie Dedmon. Mrs. Virgil Davit
Roy Fields: Sa,ptember I: Mrs E.
H. Knighton, Jamie Wade. Rosy
Crocker, Cynthia Homra, Joan McClanahan, Betty Ann Hoffman, W.
E. Mischke, Jr.; Septemls•r 2:
Linda Thorpe, Mary !dela Winclurant.
September 3: -Virene Beard. Mrs.
Ben Norman; September 4: Mrs.
Leland Jewell, Peggy Reams. Peggy Counce, Ann Samples,
Hyland. Dr. L. A. Perry, Jan,
Shelby; September 5: Michael
Paul Butts, Pearl Rushton, Karen
Rice, Mrs. R. H. Pitchford.
LONG TRIPS!
Z. W. (Forty) Pigue, brother of
Series Pigue of Fulton, has now
flown two million miles. He has
one million miles of jet flight and
one million miles of regular
flights. He is Marketing Specialist for Texas Instruments, Inc., of
Dallas and resides in Los Angeles.
Go To Church

"WHETHER ITS GOOD FOOD OR - - just plain conversation you can get both at

THE COFFEE SHOP
•PLATE LUNCHES•
Bar-be-que — Cold Plates — Sandwiches
Elvis and Ruth Babb, Owners

We are in. the market to fill your

PURCHASE ORDERS
We have a good and complete supply of

FERTILIZERS AND SEED
including barley, oats, rye, wheat, vetch, crimson,
Kenland, Ladino and white clovers, grasses, etc.
ji
::
. • ....a",",

ACkitcic7§
East State Line

Phone 202 - 602

Bargains In Our Used Guns Department
BROWNING

light weight 12-gauge automatic, 26-in
Cyl.
REMINGTON 878 12 - ga. automatk, 26-1n Impr, Cl.•
ITHACA 12-gauge pump

linpr.
$95.00
$89.50

$74.95
REMINGTON Model 870 pump. 20-gauge
$79.95
REMINGTON Model 31 - L. 16 - gauge
$74.95
SAVAGE Model 77%, 12 - gauge Pump
$69.50
REMINGTON Model 10 trap, 12 gauge. %%MI ventilated
Rib
$89.93

STEVENS double barrel modified full .
si;9.50
FOX single trigger double barrel, ventilated rib,
12 gauge
$95.00
WINCHESTER 12 gauge single shot
• 522.00
STEVENS 20 gauge bolt action, 3 shot

REMINGTON 22 model 7 automatic
$21.93
STEVENS 22 automatic
517.95
II & R.-22 bolt action
$18.95
STEVENS 22, bolt action
.
$17.95
11 & R 22, bolt act'e1.1.95
BEST PRICE ON SHOTGUN SHELLS anywhere in Kentucky
or Tennessee!-COMPLETE LINE of hunting clothes. supplies

LEADER SPORTING GOODS
414 LAKE STREET

PHONE 206
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Walker Named To
Coaching Position
Al Hickman County

PTA Leaders
Hold Meeting
On Membership

DEATHS

Mrs. Kate G. Bennett

Cayce Girl Is
Attending Girl
Scout Roundup

Mrs. Kate Givins Bennett, wife'
of Hershel Bennett, and well'
known resident of Water Valleyd
Route 1, died Saturday morninga
25. at 12:05 a. m. at the,
Thomas Merritt 'Milner, 68, August
Jones hospital. She was the daua
and
communitat
Junior
this
former
farmer of
Jimmy Walker,
Sheila Moss, daughter of Mr.
A planning meeting for the
died ghter of George Givins, also of and Mrs. Albert Moss, Route 4,
Junior Champion West Fulton PTA was held last High Coach at Clinton, has been life-long Fulton countian.
Water Valley.
A large crowd attended the an- Cow and the
at
23,
August
at
morning,
coach
basketball
Thursday
the first place week in the home of Mrs. Don named head
Survivors include her husband, Hickman. left Paducah on Saturual Farm Bureau Picnic August Jersey, as well as
the fourth Sensing, president. in regard to Hickman County High School for 8 o'clock at Kennedy Veterans H. A. Bennett; a sort, Charles Ben- day, August 18th, for 'Little Girl
at the Union Cumberland_ Pres- Senior Yearling and
Memphis.
appointin
The
season.
hospital
Their cousin, this year's membership enrollment the 1962-63
•
nett; her father, George Givins Scout Roundup" which is being
yterian Church grounds. Besides place Senior Calf.
He was born July 15, 1894 in
ment came following the resignashowed the second campaign.
and a brother, Martin Givins, all held at Camp Timber Hill, Hamilhe 4-H girl's exhibits, there VA re Don Burnette,
son
the
Kentucky,
had
County,
who
Tabor
Fulton
Charles
third place
A slogan was selected and pos- tion of
of Water Valley and a nephew, ton, Ohio, until August 29.
a large number of entries in the place Junior Calf,
Shelia is one of six girls in the
place Sen- ters carrying out the theme were been named coach only recently. of the late A. R. and Adelia Reed Hazel Yates of Clarksdale, Miss.
4-11 Club, and FFA Dairy and Senior Calf ,and first
of
veteran
a
the
was
He
of
coach
Milner.
been
has
Walker
designed. Mrs. Bill Fenwick, memior Yearling.
Services were at 2 p. m. Mon- Bear Creek Council chosen as alBeef Shows.
I.
past
War
the
for
team
World
grade
Clinton
Other winners in the Jersey bership chairman, and Mrs. Jim.,
at the Water Valley Metho- ternates to the "Big Roundup" at
In the Beef Show, Blue Ribbon
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. day
with my Sisson, publicity chairman, at- two years and headed the unbeatdist Church. Interment by Whit- Button Bay, Vermont, and since
Calves were exhibited by Mark Show were Tommy Powell
son,
a
Milner;
previously
Hodges
Mary
He
team.
1961
en
second tended the meeting.
nel Funeral Home was in the Wa- they did not make the trip there,
lison. Ricky Adams, David Poy-- the first place Junior Calf,
coached at Fulgham, which is now Thomas R. Milner of Chatsworth,
Fourth
ter Valley cemetery. Rev. Norman a "Little Roundup" with girls
or, Harry Poyner, Margaret Mad- place Senior Yearling, and
Virginia
Mary
daughter,
County
Hickman
a
Calif.,
the
in
involved
Linda
and
Crittenden and Rev. J. F. McMinn from Kentucky, Ohio, West Virix. Mary Maddox, Bill Maddox, place Senior Yearling:
Milner; two sisters, Mrs. Raymond
consolidation.
-place Junginia and North Carolina, attendwere the officiating ministers.
ane Voorhees, Tommy Hepler. Collier, with the third
Pewitt of Fulton and Mrs. Mary
Calf,
ing, is being conducted in their
'andy Adams, and Carla Camp- ior Calf, first place Senior
Kate McMillin of Fulton; a halfhonor, with a similar program and
and third place Senior Yearling.
brother, 011ie R. Milner of Canoga
equipment as used in the InterRed Ribbon Calves were shown
Park, Calif., and two grandchilnational event.
by J. M. Everett, George Shaw,
dren. Several nieces and nephews
David P. Marshall, 49, of Hick- While at Camp Timber Hill,
President's Day for the 81
Jean Everett. Jim Shaw, Mike
also survive.
man, died Wednesday in Mem- Shiela will act as assistant Patrol
units in, the First District PTA
Major. Jim Major, Joe Campbell,
He was an elder in Union Cum- ishis. He was taken to a Memphis Leader for her patrol of 8 girls
will be held at 10 a. m. August 30
Lynn Major. and Jane Voorhees.
Winston. All-Reelfoot berland Presbyterian Church.
Ronny
Hospital on March 3 after being and is official photographer for
at the Murray Woman's Club- Conference
from
Top 4-H Club calves were shown
quarterback
Services were held Sunday at married to Mrs. Mary Lee Cagle the group. Also the Patrol will
house on Vine Street in IVItIrraY, South Fulton, will enroll at Abiby Ricky Adams, Mark Moon and
2 p. m. at Union Church, with in a ceremony which was moved present a dance, dressed in square
Kentucky.
•
Randy Adams. Top calves in the
lene Christian College this fall Rev. William L. Cottrell, pastor, up from March 17 because of his dance
costumes of Bandana skirts
Mrs. Erl. Sensing, President, and will play with the Wildcat
FFA Division were shoWn by Bill
Interment by Whitnel illness.
officiating.
and
blue
as
jeans,
their
demonwith
meeting
will preside at the
Maddox, Jim Shaw and James
team.
Funeral Home was in the church
A Vail of the new Pepsi ware- invitations being extended to the football
Mrs. Marshall accompanied him stration to the other campers.
Everett.
In doing this, he will join an- cemetery.
Highlands secFultOn's
in
house
to Memphis in the ambulance and Sheila is in her seventh year of
ChairPTA
Managers,
followBoard of
Red
Fulton
In the Breed Classes the
South
former
other
Ralph
were:
Active pallbearers
tion was struck by lightening men and others the presidents may
has been there with him.
Scouting and is Vice-President of
ing results were shown: Angus—
Devil, A. M. Dycus, on the team. Brady, Robert Foy, Harold White,
Wednesday of last week. No one desire to invite.
He was born and reared in Big Senior Troop 128 of Cayce. She is
Ricky Adams, Bill Maddox. Mark
fall.
this
senior
a
is
Dycus
Guy
Powell,
R.
J:
Burnette,
W. P.
was injured but the wall wasCabin, Oklahoma, son of Mrs. La- also secretary of the Senior Plan.
Moon: Herefords—R.andy Adams,
Ronny was also active in bas- Upton. Members of his Sunday
crumbled by the blow.
valee Shawl of Hickman and the ning Board of the Bear Creek
Tommy Hepler, Carla Campbell;
ketball and baseball throughout School class served as honorary late Herman Marshall. He had Council.
Voorhees.
Shorthorns—Jane
his high school career. He spent pallbearers.
The four concrete black walls
maae his home in Hickman for 25
The best 4-H liecords were en- of the warehouse and maintentwo years at Fulton High and
years and had been employed by
MarMaddox,
Lou
Mary
tered by
then transferred to the Tennessee
ance building, located behind the
Union City automobile agency
a
Joe
Moon,
Mark
Maddox,
garet
school for his junior and senior
main plant, had been completed
for more than 10 years.
Adams and and Perryman Brothers of Union
Campbell. Ricky
years.
Mr. Marshall was a member of
Palely Adams.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
City, with a crew of bricklayers,
Wrenn Webb Coulter, 61, re- the First Baptist Church where he
Enrollment for the West Fulton
James Everett and Bill Maddox were working there None of ,the
K. M. Winston of Dukedom.
tired Illinois Central employe and was a Sunday School teacher and
PTA Membership has gotten off
lad the best FFA Records.
men, however, were in the viciniwell known Fultonian, died at Training Union leader. He was a
Showmanship honors were tak- ty of the wall when the lightning to a fine start according to of7:50 p. m. Wednesday, August 22, veteran of World War II.
ficials of the organization. All
e) by Mark Moon (under 13 hit.
at the Illinois Central hospital in
Besides his wife and mother, he
parents of students of Carr and
,'ears of age) and Mary Maddox
Chicago following a long illness. leaves a daughter, Miss Ann MarTV antennas and limbs were Fulton High are invited to join.
Mrs. Ora Hudson, Fulton resi(ever 13 years of age).
He was a painter for the Illinois shall, a son, David Marshall, and
LEGS
Membership cards may be obdent, filed suit Wednesday of last
In the Championship division, blown down all over town in the
retired in 1980.
was
and
Central
of
Helm
member
George
any
Mrs.
714/611,...4
from
two sisters,
in
week
Graves
Circuit
Court,
as
Ricky Adams had the Grand storm which brought the first tained
He was born April 7, 1900 in of Hickman and Mrs. Mary TownWINGS
an
the
of
result
on
accident
Ky.
ricimpion arid Randy Adams ex- rainfall in many days to Fulton. Membership Committee which inMayfield. Kentucky. the son of the
303 just south of the Mayfield
NECKS
Lynn Jetton was elected presi- late H. A. Coulter and Mrs. Coul- send of Detroit.
t:a iterl the Reserve Champion. Rain was also heavy on Saturday. cludes Mrs. Bill Fenwick, Mrs.
Maddox
Tom
Mrs.
Stroud.
Austin
of
area
di .iught concity limits on October 13, 1961.
'Taking the next eight places were relieving thy
dent of the sophomore class of ter. His father preceded him in
and Mrs. W. H. Wells.
Mrs. Hudson demands that she
Hill Maddox. Mark Moon, Tommy ditions.
South Fulton High School Friday. death in 1935.
recover of the defendant, Billy
Others elected were Brenda
Ifeoler. David Poyner. Harry
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Marearet .Maddox. Mary
Bennett, vice president; Betty Mal- Lela Osgood Coulter of Fulton; dent of the Bank of Wingo and a Golden Howard, the sum of $4,Lou Maddox and Jane Voorhees.
ray, secretary; Mary Fields, trea- a sister, Mrs. Clifton Linton; two former Graves County Circuit 999.99, court costs, and other
'The Dairy Show also drew sevsurer; Miriam Walker, reporter; uncles; a niece, Mrs. Ann Robert- Court Clerk, died Monday morn- proper relief to which she may
eral entries. All calves'town were
Charles Colley; Corky Stinnett, son of Fulton and a nephew, ing, August 20. at Mayfield fol- show herself. She also asked for a
blue ribbon calves.
and Lynn Jetton, strident council Otha Linton of Chicago. A bro- lowing a heart attack. He was 81. trial by jury.
Mrs. Hudson stated that she
representatives.
.Tanie Champion showed the
ther, Porter Coulter, died in 1931.
Born in Lynnville, Mr. Caldwell
was a passenger in the automobile
Crand Champion Holstein with
He was a past exalted ruler of was elected circuit clerk in 1921
of
Hubert Hudson and that on the
blue ribbons going to Robbie Sue
the local Elks Lodge, past presi- and served two terms. He later
John Burrow. South Fulton High
above date they were driving on
Champion. Billy Logan and Phyldent of the' Illinois Central Ser- became president of the Wingo
group
blue
the
in
placed
senior,
Highway
The
303 in a southerly direc
four Fulton City. Schools
lis Logan.
vice Club and a deacon in the bank, a post he held for five years.
finished second ire his dairy
tion. Billy Howard, Graves CounPttv Hixson took four honors showed an increase in enroll- and
Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
He was named an official of a
ty, was driving in a,northerly diment this year, with 707 students achievement program and demoni :1 the Guernsey Show; inclbdingi
Services were Saturday at 10 a furniture store here 17 years
at the 4-H
rection on the same highway. The
rt. c;e.p,i Championship. Her entered as of Monday morning. stration last week
at the Whitnel Funeral Home ago and later was president of the
m.
a.
suit charges that Howard operated
High had the largest in- Roundup in Knoxville.
^ awards were for Jr. Heifer Fulton
Chapel, with Rev. Oakley Wood- firm, Lochridge & Ridgeway. He
Several other Obion Countians
211 students.
his vehicle negligently and careHeifer Calf. and Four- er..rse, entering
the Cumberland stepped down from the presidency
of
pastor
side,
DAIRY BRAND
lessly as to cause his car to colOther enrollment included 102 won awards in the State contests
Cow. Joe Lynn Duke
V.
Presbyterian Church, officiating. two years ago, but remained acJerry Lee Reaves. a 24 year old Interment was in Greenlee ceme- tive in the firm as credit man- lide with the Hudson car.
•,.,k two first places, Senior at Terry Norman, 77 at Milton.
MEMPHIS PATIENT
U. S. Airman from Fulton, has tery,
Y‘arling Better and Junior Chain- and 314 at Carr Elementary,
ager. Mr. Caldwell was a director
DEL MONTE RE
Raymond Fortner. 109 West been charged with murder in the
Of the total enrolment, the boys
of the Exchange Bank at the time
' ai Heifer, and one second place
Moore
BapPolly
the
in
patient
wily,
•
'Number the girls,. 379 to 328. State Line, is a
slaying of his
th his senior Heifer calf.
of his death.
tist Hospital in Memphis. His Reaves, in South Carolina.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Mitchie
The Jersey Show was pretty
ARMOURS POTT
room number is 1042.
Reaves was arrested at Shaw
Caldwell; a daughter, Mrs. W. H
.11 dominated by Burnettes. as
BAeEBALL FANS Sumter,
near
Base
Air Force
G. .J. Pierce, formerly of Fulton, Haley of Mayfield; and five
:fly Burnette exhibited the Grand
South Carolina, a short time after died Tuesday, August 22 in Cor- grandchildren.
IN MEMPHIS
John Earle. Don Sensing, J. Fred
Champion jersey Cow, Four Year
ARMOURS VIE
Mrs. Robert H. May is improv- Mrs. Reaves was shot twice with vallis. Oregon, according to word
Old Cow, second place Senior Gibson and Smith Atkins were in
Charles L. Crump, 46, Waterend- ing after surgery at the Baptist a .22 caliber pistol.
received in Fulton.
Yearling, and second place Senior St. Louis last weekend and att.
011ie
Mrs.
of
son
the
is
loo,
Iowa,
Reeves
trucker, was killed AugFuneral services were in CorCalf. His sister, Ruth Ann Burn- fd the St. Louis-Pittsburg ball- Hospital in Memphis. Her room
ust 21 when his tractor-trailer
M. Reaves of 416 Cedar Street.
number is 813.
RUSH ItONELLE
vallis Saturday afternoon at 2
ette, had the top Two Year. Old game.
rig
jackknifed
on wet pavement,
p. m.
struct
a
bridge
and
rolled down
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
The following persons were an embankment near Bardwell.
Zula Pierce; a son, George Pierce
BUSH WHITE
Damon
H.
Jones,
Birmingham.
and a daughter, Mrs. Roger Haag, patients in the three Fulton HosAlabama,
was
injured
seriously.
all of Corvallis. He was the son- pitals Wednesday morning:
suffering a laceration on the left
in-law of Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
FULTON
HOSPITAL
temple,
some
broken
ribs,
cousin
and
Green, Sr., of Fulton and
possible internal injuries. He was
of Mrs. Walter Hill.
Marvin Davis, Fulton Route 1; taken to
the Hickman County
Louis Burke, Fulton Route 3; Mrs.
Hospital.
Warren Sublette, Mrs. Joe Ful- The
truck belonged to a Thomler, Ellis Heathcock, Mrs. Brooks
asville, Georgia, company and was
Henderson, Mrs. R. L. Clark, Mrs. loaded
with bananas.
Ernest Bell, Mrs. L. C. Logan, Reports of a
Come to
third man in the
Montez Davis H. H. Perce, Mrs. truck
were checked out by State
Lara Armbruster, all of Fulton; Police
but no evidence was found
Mrs. John Fleming, Mrs. Jim Hol- to
support this.
combe, both of Hickman; Carl
Stroud, I. R. Jeffress, both of
Crutchfield; Mr. and Mrs. Lyle
Shuck, Union City Route 4; Mrs.
Hugh Whitman, Debbie Grissom
both of Water Valley, Route 2
Mt CONDITIONED
•
Homer Bennett, Fulton Route 4
Mr. and Mrs. Hobert Stafford
• FREE PARKINS
Dresden Route 4; Wayne Grissom
Fulton Route 5; Mrs. T. C. Maxey "Wild Bill" Reed, widely-known
• FREE TV IN WIRY 10014
Clinton; Mrs. Murrell Stephens, stock car driver and manager of
Water Valley; B. F. Crooks, Clin- an automobile thrill shcw, was
•!FINE RESTAURANTS
killed during a performance Augton Route 1.
ust 22 at the Purchase District
• CHILDREN UNDER 14 FREE
Fair in Mayfield.
JONES HOSPITAL
Reed was driving a convertible
• 1500 FEET FROM MEMPHIS'
Mrs. John Tynes, W. G. Stark, and his exhibition called for
DOWNTOWN AIRPORT
him
Mrs. Lynn Edwards, Mrs. Harry to gain a speed of 45 miles per
REMODELED
of
COMPLETELY
•
all
sequin
of
Shupe,
woodtone
Fulton;
Dinette
with
coppertone)
Beverly
hour In reverse, then place the
(or
Turbeville, Water Valley; Mrs. car in forward gear, spin around
Earl Gossum, Benton.
and go forward.
tops that resist heat, burns and liquids.

Dairy And Beef Show Winners
Listed For Farm Bureau Picnic

Lightning, Wind
Damage Area But
Rain Welcomed

President's Day
Observed By PTA
Jr First District

Thomas M. Milner

Winston To Play
On Abilene Team

PTA Membership
Committee Urges
Parents To Join

David P. Marshall

Suit Filed In
'Graves County
CI4IC
By Local Woman BY TNE

Wrenn W. Coulter

Lynn Jetton Is
President Of
Sophomore Class

BREAM°.

Noah Caldwell

Fulton Schools
Show Increase
In Enrollment

South Fulton Boy
Wins Top Honors
State 4-H Meet

PIG FEET
PIG EARS
PIG ShI00
PIG TAIL
PIG MAW
NECK BON

Fulton Airman
Charged With
Wife's Murder

Butter Lb.

Iowa Trucker Is
Killed In Wreck
Near Bardwell

G. J. Pierce

SALMON 1

MEAT 10 3

SAUSAGE 5

HOSPITAL NEWS

SPAGHETT

HOMINY 3

Week-end Sale I Dinette Suites

C

the

MEMPHIS
CLARIDGE

Thrill Show Owner
Dies In Crash
Al Purchase Fair

5-PIECE PLASTIC AND CHROME

Round 5-Piece Dinette by "Chromecraft"
has durable Richelain surface. Resists scuffing,
chipping and cracking. Unharmed by hot or cold
liquids and alcohol. Stands 275-degree temperature. A regular $169.95 value ON SALE FOR

$109.95

ON SALE FOR

$32.95
Reg.5-Pc. Dinettes . . . $42.95
Reg.7-Pc. Dinettes . . . $59.95

an). aUwnat
•
Sit.

HOME OF

THE

41
1140,
in •-all

FAMOUS

BELL TAVERN

The automobile turned over as
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
it went into the spin phase of the
Mrs. Willie Sheridan, Fulton maneuver. Reed suffered a crushRoute 5; Hershel Brown, Crutch- ed skull and was apparently dead
field; Mrs. Jimmy Warren, Duke- before he could be moved to
an
dom; Mrs. Stephen Turnbow, St. ambulance. He was
pronounced
Louis; Mrs. Eva Daniels, Mrs. Lu- dead on arrival at a Mayfield
hosther Weaver, Mrs. Flora Red- pital.
mond, Bill McIntosh. Mac Weeks,
Peter Wayne Horn, all of Fulton; He leaves a widow and five
Albin Thorpe, South Fulton; Rob- children, one of which was presert Lee Hitchcock, Louisville; Mrs. ent at the show when his father
Charles Hornsby, Dresden Route was killed.
4; Mrs. James Mullins, Wingo
Route 1; John Hopkins,- Wingo.
LONG POWER!

N. S. Savannah, th_ world's first
nuclear-powered merchant ship,
A 1962 Pontiac, stolen in Ohio could cruise 14 times around the
was recovered in South Fulton earth at speeds up to 23 knots
Monday. Robert Chapman, former without refueling. Costing almost
Fulton resident, confessed the $47 million, Savannah can accomtheft and turned himself in to modate 80 passengers and stow
10,000 tons of cargo.
authorities.
STOLEN CAR

FULTON HDWE and FURNITURE COMPANY
208 LAKE STREET

PHONE 1

11
!
FEATURING
CHARCOAL 11111011ED
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MAXWELL HOUSE INST.

dike $74.012

203 SOUTH
BROADWAY
IN SOUTH
FULTON

Atirarlilak

OPEN ALL DAY MONDAY,SEPT.3

t she
aobile
in the
ng on
three7ounly diThe
rated
carecol-

HOT DOG

GRD BEEF Lb. ____ 49c WIENERS 2 Lb. Pkg. 89c
CI4ICKEN
HOOP
BY T14E PIECC! SWIFTS PROTEN
594 MINUTE STEAKS lb. $1.09 CHEESE Lb.
59c
LEGS
•.
L *
494
DELMONICO

wm6g....

NECKS

104

La

...194.

FRESH GROUND

STEAK Boneless Lb. 1.59 HAMBURGER 3 Lbs. $1.00
SXVIFT PROTEN

COUNTRY CURED

PIG SWOTS Le 19
CAT FISH Lb.
PI6 TAILS La. 19 REELFOOT
PURE
PI6 MAWS La. 19, LARD
4 Lb. Pkg.
L.8 19
NECK BONE
_
SMILERS

CHILI

PILLS BURY 'S

PACKERS LABEL

NOTE BOOK

79c BACON 5 Lb. Box $1.29
SLICED SMOKED

69c BACON Jowel 3 lb. pkg $1.
PILLS BURY

PARTY PAK. SWEET

LAHCY

i the
state
aund

VA BEANS

CHIPS 1 Lb. Bag 59c

CAKE reg. 59c size 39c

14 ECNAZENR

N

CREME

COOKIES 2 Lb. Bag 49c

STARKIsT

P2
IL

Uel

/

tible
him
per
the
mind

S3
HORTENINAir

TUNA 3 6-oz cans $1.00
Ill-NOTE
TUNA 6 6-oz cans $1.00
PASCAL

CALIF.

CELERY

PEARS

..g. Stalk 19c

2 for 15c

GLUTEN

DRINKS 612 oz cans 49c

BREAD

BEEF--4;00D SERVING CORN

PLI MOUTH

HASH 4 16 oz cans $1.00
CRISCO 3 Lb. can 79c
SPRY 3 Lb. can 69c
SOUTHERN

Peaches 5 2 1-2 cans $1.
SMUCKERS APPLE

BIRDS EYE

LADY*

Orange

BIRDS EYE
Frozen

JUICE

5 6 oz. cans
89c

POTATOES

GOLDEN
RIPE

BANANAS
Lb. 10c

CELLO CARROTS 2 Pkgs. __ 19c

4‘rozen

Loaf

49c

COFFEE 1 Lb. Bag 49c
ARG0 ALL GREEN, -- LIM
BEANS 303 Can 10c
AR(;()

G -AR

PEAS

303 Can

10c

ORCHARD PRIDE APPLE

SAUCE 300 Can

10c

SUN MAID

Butter big 24 oz. Jar 39c

YELLOW ONIONS 3 Lb.

five
)resther

Oz

MISSION C.1N

CRISP POTATO

13 EGG ANGEL FOOD

• We Reserve The Right To
Limit ()nannies.
• We Cash Payroll Checks.
• Prices Good Thru. Sat.
Sept. 1st.

LB.10
°

TDEEIP

HOSTESS

SALMON 1 Lb. can 59c

10

LIE.313Y -f3RO\WW

PLYMOUTH
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the
riots
nost
.omstow

YELLOW
SOLI DS

sTUFFED QUEEN

SOUTHSHORE PINK

as
' the
tishiead
) an
need
has

C

MILFORD FANCY
CREAM STY LE
30'3 CAN

HOMINY 300 can 10c FILLERS 400 crt 89c Sherbert 1-2 gal. crt 49c

town
T of
was
4ugArid

MADE.

10

BOX SLICED

SPAGHETTI 300 canlOc Tomatoes 8 303 cans $1. Ice Cream 1-2 Gal. crt 59c

BUSH WHITE

6

30 3

SAUSAGE 5 Cans $1.00 FLOUR 5 Lb. Bag 49c OLIVES 9 oz. Jar 45c

BUSH BONELLE

GeriveY's

PI E.10

79c BACON Sliced 1 lb. pkg 49c

320 oz. hot. $1. CAKE MIX 4 pkg $1.00
65c CATSUP
MISS DIXIE
tiCK
MILK
tall
3
cans
Mackeral
39c
516 oz. can $1.
SALMON 1 Lb. Can 79c
ARMOURS VIENNA

Whole'.
3-405.

sHOPPERS SPECIAL

MEAT 10 3 oz. cans $1. CHEESE Food 2 lb. 69c PICKLES Pt. Jar 29c

aterAug•ailer
nent,
town
11.
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usly,
left
and
was
Linty

$1.0(

Cans

U.S.P.
GRACifieA.

CHERRIESmtc.4

Butter Lb. Crt.

EMGE

4

89t

liFiYONNAISE at Jar 59t

DEL MONTE RED

ARMOI RS POTTED

Oz.Jar
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F
BABY

CORN
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A
TA.1 303
89
i
f
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R
FLOUR
49
FLAK°
ICE MILKALICE 100.„
DAIRY BRAND

6

%Cy Al4

STEAKETTES Lb. _ 79c BACON (Sliced) Lb. 49c

PIG FEET L.
Lb.
PIG EARS LB 19. STEAK
FRESH KEN-LAKE

COFFEE

• BEEF
• PORK
• RIBS
9
(• MUTTON *

•••••

FRESH AND LEAN

resif last
rt, as
Ky.
field
161.
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f $4,other
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for a

•
20 Lb. Pkg 99

WHERE SHOPPING IS A PLEASURE

ar of
sit of
ihe is
Planreek

Lan

CHARCOAL H

19c ,
FOX DELUXE

BASINS big 2 lb. pkg 49c

OF FREE '

ofaa.PARKI146
• PLU S •
G REE 14
STAMPS

PIZZA

LEMONADE

PIES

B oz. cans 10c

Big 22 oz pkg
61.00

25 lb. bag 890

STORE HOURS
B A.m. te9 P.M
SEVEN DAYS!
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Oath and the Scout Law. Carleton
Myers, Jr., led the Pledge to the
Flag and Bonnie Homra led the
group in Prayer.
A weekend at Shiloh and a trip
to the Millington Naval Base were
planned for the troop.

Miss Virgene Ann Taylor Is Bride
Engagement of Miss Linda Lou Neely Kramer - Howe
And Larry Duane Dexter Announced Vows Pledged In Of Cpl. Billie Russell Ferguson
Fort Collins,Colo.
man

(Continued from Page Three)
from Italy aboard the jetliner
Alilatia.
Mr. and Mrs. Bertes Pigue had
•
a "houseful" of guests last weekTroop 42 of the Fulton Scouts end. Visiting with them were Mr.
held their Court of Honor at the and Mrs. Charles Pigue and chilFirst Methodist Church August dren Valeria and David Charles
21.
of Wheaton, Illinois; Lt. and Mrs.
The new troop members are Jere Pigue and Jeans of Hecker,
Donnie Notes, .David Forrest, Illinois; Mr. and Mrs. Larry Depp
Thomas Richard Maddox, Joe and children Dana and David
Hoodenpyle, Bill Smith, Mike Cary of Owensboro; Mr. and Mrs.
Gossum, Jimmy Tseas, Philip' Eugene Pigue of Lexington; Mr.
Maddox, Steve Mann 4nd Max and Mrs. Joe Pigue of HopkinsOmar.
ville and Z. W. (Forty). Pigue of
The ceremonies were opened by Los Angeles. California.
• the procession of the Scouts lead
by the Color Guard. A candlelight
Mrs. Henry L. Brandon and
ceremony pointed out the Scout children, Darryl, Kim and Doug- ,
las, left last week for Pasadena,
California, where they will make
their home. They had been visiting her mother, Mrs. Leland
Adams, and Mr. Adams for the
past two months. They previously
Al, Makes and Models
Lived in Guatemala.

TV REPAIR
MOTOROLA
Sales and Service:
•

Wade Television
Phone 450

111 Lake St

I

WHY NOT?
Let us put your winter
supply of

CO

In sour bin NOW and get

the matter off your mind.
We feature high-grade

Alabama Brilliant
*Highest in heat
*Only 20 percent ash
•Ouick fire

CITY COAL CO.
Fulton

Phone 51
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Child Care Center
Planned By South
Fulton flutists
The South
Fulton Baptist
Church has plans underway to
Miss Linda Lou Neely
open a Child Care Center on Monday. September 9, for pre-school
Mr. and Mrs. Jim C. Neely of Martin,- Tennessee
children.
The Child Care program is to be Route 3, announce the engagement and approaching
operated in connection with the marriage of their daughter, Linda Lou, to La-rry Duane
Kindergarten which was operated Dexter, son of Mr. and Mrs. Cornell A. Dexter of Fenfor the first time last semester.
The Kindergarten will operate ton, Michigan.
from 9:00 a. m. to 12:00 noon on
The bride-elect is a graduate of Martin High School
Monday through Friday. The pro- and Bruce Business Institute in Martin, Tennessee.
gram is planned for children who
Mr. Dexter is a graduate of Hartland High School
will be ready .for first grade next
year. Mrs. E. K. Alexander is di- in Hartland, Michigan. He is now employed at Poppy
rector of Kindergarten.
and Lauer, Inc., in Fenton, Michigan.
The Child Care Center will be
The wedding vows will be exchanged at sevendirected by Mrs. M. M. Matlock.
The program is for pre-school thirty in the evening, September 14, at the Sandy
children. The center will open
Branch Primitive Baptist Church.
from 6:30 a. m. to 6:00 p. m. on
The officiating minister will be Rev. Harvey Smith.
Monday through Friday.
The Kindergarten tuition is
Relatives and friends are invited to attend the wed$3 00 weekly. The tuition for the
ding.
Child Care Center is $7.50 weekly.
A Kindergarten child, whose
mother is working, may come to
the Child Care Center in the early
morning, then go to Kindergarten
from 9 to 12; then go .back to the
Care Center until one of his parents come for him.
Of widespread interest in FulThe vows were read at the First
Children will be registered at
the church on Friday, September ton is the marriage of Miss Sallie Presbyterian Church in FrankBailey Clay, daughter of Mr. and fort on Saturday, August 25, at
7, from 4:00 to 6:00 p. m.
Parents are asked to bring the Mrs. Watson Clay, Frankfort, and four o'clock lp the afternoon. Rev.
Thompson of Robert G. Ljughlin of Frankfort
liildren and register them at that James Forrest
Frankfort, son of Mrs. William and Rev. P. Leiph of Cleveland,
ti me.
Gember,
West
Palm
Beach, Flor- Ohio, officiated.
Additional information may be
The lovely bride was given in
obtained from Mrs. Matlock, Mrs. ida, and -James B. Thompson of
Alexander or a member of the West New York, New Jersey.
marriage by her .father. Her gown
Kindergarten Committee: • Mrs.
Miss Clay is the granddaughter was of ivory peau de soui appliDorothy Haddad, Mrs. Nelle Lowe, trf Dr. and Mrs. Henry T. Alex- qued with embroidered alencon
Mrs. H. W. Connaughton or Miss ander of Crestwood. Kentucky, lace. The closely fitted bodice
Mildred Yates.
former Fulton residents.
featured an oval 'neckline outlined
with
lace and
elbow-length
sleeves. The full skirt descended
into a chapel train. Her full length
veil of brussels point appliqued
lace was caUght up in the center
with a small silk bow. She carried
a bouquet of large camelias.
Miss Jane Watson Clay, sister of
the bride, was the maid of honor.
She wore a day length dress of
appliqued green
organza. Her
broad-brimmed hat was of dame
green organdy.
The bridesmaids were Miss
Julia Howser and Miss Nancy
Archer, and they wore identical
costumes to that of the Maid of
Honor. They carried bouquets of
white shasta daisies and green
wheat.
Miss Virginia Arnold, the junior bridesmaid and cousin of the
bride, wore a dress similar t0 that
of the other attendants. She wore
a wreath of daisies in her hair
and carried a bouquet of white
shasta daisies.
Thomas 0. Short of Harlan served as hest man and ushers were
Michael Warner and Cecil Janis of
THIS YEAR'S BIG EXCITEMENT
Lexington. and Halman Kapp,
MOTION PICTURE!
Thomas Hickman and Cy Ramsey
of Frankfort.
,
TAnglny
The bride's parents entertained
with a reception at the Frankfort
Country Club following the wedding.
After a wedding trip South, the
couple will be at home in Frankfort.

Frankfort Wedding Of Sallie Clay
And James Thompson Is Of Interest
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Entries by Everette and Jay
Boyd of Water Valley took the blue
ribbons in both the Jack and
Jennett classes in the Mule Show
at the Anna Fair in Anna, Illinois.
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So Young, So Bad

6 -B I G DAYS
Starting Friday
•

FULTON,

The Farmington Church of
Christ was the setting for the
lovely wedding of Miss Virgene
Miss Rita Kathleen Kramer, Ann Taylor, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs.
Theodaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Vester Taylor, Mayfield
dore J. Kramer of Fort Collins, Route 6, and Cpl. Billie Russell
Colorado, became the bride of Ferguson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Alan Howe on Friday, William Fuller, South Fulton.
July 27 at seven thirty o'clock
The double-ring ceremony was
in the evening. The First Methoperformed Sunday afternoon, July
dist Church in Fort Collins was
2, at four o'clock with Bro. James
the setting for the double-ring
officiating.
ceremony performed by the Rev. Shockley
Vows were exchanged before
Henry H. Baker.
an arch of greenery accented by
Mr. Howe is the son of C. M.
vases of white gladioli and tubeHowe of South Dakota and Mrs.
roses. Family pews were marked
Truman Pelky of Florida.
by white satin bows. At each side
The alter was beautifully decoof the arch was a branched canrated in the traditional green and
delabra holding white tapers
white. Candelabra held tall white
which were lighted by the ushers,
tapers flanked by baskets of white
Bill Dublin, Jr., brother-in-law of
glads, mums, and red roses.
the bride, and Billy Howard
The bride, given in marriage by
Riley, brother-in-law of the brideher father, wore a gown- of imgroom.
over
tulle
ported chantilly lace
The bride was given in marriage
with a sabrina neckline and fullby her -father. She wore an inelbow-length
length skirt. Fier
formal length gown of white emveil was attached to a crown of
broidered cotton satin. The basque
carried
a
cascade
pearls.
She
seed
bodice featured a modified scoop
sweetheart
roses
pale
pink
of tiny
neckline with long fitted sleeves
entwined with English Ivy. Her
which came to points over her
only jewelry was a diamond pendhands. Her veil was waist-length
ant, a gift of the bridegroom.
and she carried a cascade arrangeThe maid of honor, Miss Rita ment of white feathered carnaEhmann, wore white silk organza tions and tuberoses centered with
with a skirt of lace over taffeta. glamellias and tied with white
She wore a white nose veil and
satin ribbons. The arrangements
carried a cascade of red sweet- was placed atop a white Bible.
heart roses.
Mrs. Bill Dublin, Jr., served as
Lyle Braden was the best man. matron of honor for her sister.
Charles and John Kramer, bro- She wore a princess style dress
thers of the bride, served as of mint green polished cotton with
Collins and
acolytes. Charles
an overskirt of green and white
Larry Ackerman were ushers.
embroidered organdy. Her headThe couple left for an unan- piece was of green organdy and
nounced wedding trip after which she carried a colonial bouquet of
they are making their home in white feathered carnations and
Aggie Village in Fort Collins, tuberoses.
Colorado.
Miss Kaye Taylor, cousin of the
bride, was the flower girl and
wore a pink satin and chiffon
dress with a headpiece of pink
flower petals and nylon net. White
crysanthemum petals were carried

-0 Weght Is
Summer Graduate
Lipscomb

Miss Diane Wright, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Wright,
Route 1, Fulton. was a candidate
for the B. A. degree in David
Lipscomb College's first summer
graduating class.
Miss Wright majored in art and
minored in sociology.She has been
active in Alpha Rho Tail, honorary art fraternity, on campus. She
is a graduate of Fulton High
School.
Commencement exercises were
held in Acuff Chapel at 7:30 p.m.,
August 28, with President H. A
Dixon of Freed-Hardeman College,
Henderson, Tenn., as the speaker.
Lipscomb initiated four-quarter
operation with the opening of the
summer quarter in June and is
now operating on a year-round
basis. Fall opening dates are Sept.
19 for first-term students and
Sept. 24 for registration of all
others.

Terry - Norman
PTA Committees
Are Announced
The first school year meeting
for the Terry-Norman PTA was
held August 9 and committees for
the year were appointed.
They are as folio vs:
Membership—Mrs. Doyle Shupe,
chairman; Mrs. Alvin Burrow,
Mrs. Pete Byers. and Mrs. Jimmy'
Lawrence.
Hospitality—Mrs. John H'enson,
chairman; Mrs. Bobby Scates,
Mrs. Wick Smith, Mrs. Frank
Welch.
Finance—Mrs. Gene Hatfield,
chairman; Mrs. Riley Allen, and
Mrs. Charles Browder.
Health and Safety—Mrs. Jean
Smith, chairman; 'Mrs. David
Homra and Mrs. John Ragsdale.
Publicity—Mrs. Thomas Mahan,
Mrs. Clyde Williams, and Mrs.
Robert Rudolph.
History—Mrs. Robert Rudolph.
Parlimentiarn—Mrs. J. P. McClay.
Magazine Chairman—Mrs. Les
Giddings.
Room Representative — Mrs.
Riley Tate.
Officers attending the meeting
were Paul J. Bates, president;
Mrs. Herbie Hunt, vice president;
Mrs. Paul Bates, secretary, and
Mrs. John Joe Campbell, treasurer

little 13 to big 12

Slipons, ties, boots

Forrester's Shoe Shop

Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost
by—

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

Fulton

Main Street

Willow Plunge Pool is open after school each afternoon this
week from 3:30 to 5:30. The pool
will be closed for the season soon.
14

DUFFY TWINS
by WICK SMITH

—SEE—

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR
FOR YOUR

• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
'FARM LOANS
208 MAIN STREET

FULTON, KENTUCKY
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get ready for old sol
Insure hot weather comfort

4•0
"

Ii
zenith

aurora

AIN'T POP LUCKY,HE.
DOESN'T HAVE TO WORK
l_AOOR PAY.

WICK SMITH
INSURANCE
REAL ESTATE
231 Main St.
Ph. 62

RUPTURE
ITS HERE
I he Sensational New Invention
SuRierland's "MD" "Dram
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
Approved by Doctors — The
World's Most Comfortable
Truss
CITY DRUG CO.

408 Lake St.

Fulton

Fulton, Ky.

tt"

A

lgnigia ALUMINUM AWNINGS I

Only Nationally advertised flevolum gives you
011 these eardusivi. features:
•Special heat treated, spring tempered alloy that resists denting
•Marproof, 2-coat baked enamel finish won't rust, chip, peel or crock
•Clean, bright underside, no "Nuts and Bolts" look
•Full ventilation, without perforation, promotes air circulation
•15 decorator colors, over 200 combinations, for any style home
•Choke of 5 styles of owning for window, door,
carport, porch or patio

TEN-AR-KY-NO
Industries
UNION CITY, TIMM.
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Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

OFFICE PHONE 5

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
"1.1.11111111111111

SUPS

AFTER SCHOOL!

You'll Say they're delicious!

Lake Street

BOYS SHOES
and slippers

in a dainty basket.
Gerald Pigg served as best
for Mr. Ferguson.
A reception was held at the
home of the bride's sister, Mrs.
Bill Dublin, Jr. in Mayfield.
The couple are now residing at
Camp LeJeune, North Carolina,
where Cpl. Ferguson is serving
with the United States Marines.

!BONE TU-611721

SIMONS PAINT CO. IN FULTON, KY. PHONIC irt
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